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Poseidon's Arrow
2012-11-20

poseidon s arrow by bestselling clive cussler is the twenty second thrilling dirk pitt
adventure in 1943 a submarine returning from a secret mission is attacked its vital
cargo believed lost three quarters of a century later numa director dirk pitt is asked
to help locate a missing person the scientist responsible for the design of the
revolutionary poseidon s arrow submarine this craft is so advanced and dangerous that
any government would kill to posses it and not only has its designer disappeared but so
too have the plans but this is no simple search it leads pitt from washington to the
panama jungle draws in the full resources of numa and slowly unravels a deadly
conspiracy that seeks to bring the world to its knees and only pitt can prevent it
poseidon s arrow follows artcic drift crescent dawn and atlantis found as the next in
the enthralling dirk pitt adventures clive cussler is on form as ever fans of previous
work in the dirk pitt series will love this as will anyone who has enjoyed work from
his numa files series of indeed the fargo adventures praise for clive cussler the
adventure king sunday express cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy i read tom
clancy

POSEIDON'S ARROW
2024

in 1943 a submarine returning from a secret mission is attacked its vital cargo
believed lost three quarters of a century later numa director dirk pitt is asked to
help locate a missing person the scientist responsible for the design of the
revolutionary poseidon s arrow submarine this craft is so advanced and dangerous that
any government would kill to possess it and not just its designer has disappeared so
have the final plans but this is no simple search it leads pitt from washington to the
panama jungle draws in the full resources of numa and slowly unravels a deadly
conspiracy which seeks to bring the world to its knees and only pitt can prevent it a
non stop page turner filled with heart in the mouth thrills poseidon s arrow is clive
cussler at his magnificent peerless best the adventure king sunday express cussler is
hard to beat daily mail

Poseidon's Arrow
2014-01-29

from the shadow of war comes an enduring historical mystery and a present day plot of
destruction france may 1940 as the german army blitzes europe and parisians flee their
city the chief curator of the musee de l armee is ordered to take a mysterious piece of
cargo out of the country but when he learns his intended ship has been sunk the fate of
his cargo must rest on a decrepit steamer sailing out under german fire decades later a
diving expedition in the english channel leads director dirk pitt to a cache of uncut
diamonds on a shipwreck no sooner than they are discovered the diamonds are stolen pitt
and the numa agency now find they must face a murderous cabal with far more destructive
plans than mere theft vital water treatment facilities around the globe are being
targeted placing the world s population in grave peril from the shadow of the eiffel
tower to the islands of the caribbean only dirk pitt and his children summer and dirk
jr can locate the treasure that will save the world from catastrophe praise for clive
cussler the adventure king sunday express cussler is hard to beat daily mail just about
the best in the business new york post

Clive Cussler’s The Corsican Shadow
2023-11-09

the first in the iconic dirk pitt series mayday is published in hardback to celebrate
40 years of thrills from clive cussler the world s favourite adventure writerbrady air
force base crete a small yellow aeroplane swoops down out of the calm mediterranean
skies its guns blazing on the ground rows of the latest hi tech jet fighters are
reduced to no more than burning wrecks in seconds their unlikely destroyer appears to
be a world war one german biplane patrolling nearby is an old flying boat belonging to
the national underwater and maritime agency in the cockpit numa troubleshooter major
dirk pitt picks up the panicked distress call from brady and seizes the chance to fight
back in the desperate aerial dogfight that follows pitt eventually gains the upper hand
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but while the battle is won the mysterious plane and its pilot escape leaving just
destruction and unanswered questions in their wake the mystery soon deepens when pitt
encounters a seductive double agentand starts to uncover evidence of a deadly plot with
at its head a evil mastermind who is hiding a dangerous and chilling past and who will
now stop at nothing to achieve his twisted ambitions with all the page turning pace and
stunning hair raising invention and heart stopping thrills that have won millions of
dedicated fans mayday is the book that introduced dirk pitt to the world published in
an exclusive new hardback edition to celebrate forty years of adventure from clive
cussler and his enduringly popular hero mayday is where it all begins praise for clive
cussler the adventure king sunday express cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy i
read tom clancyclive cussler is the author or co author of a great number of
international bestsellers including the famous dirk pitt adventures such as poseidon s
arrow atlantis found and arctic drift the numa files adventures most recently medusa
the oregon files such as the jungle the isaac bell adventures which began with the
chase and the highly successful new series the fargo adventures he lives in arizona
find out more about the world of clive cussler by visiting clivecussler co uk or
facebook com clivecussler

Poseidons pil
2013

godahoppsudden 1943 på väg tillbaka efter ett fraktuppdrag till singapore attackeras en
italiensk ubåt av brittiskt fl yg och skadas svårt av sjunkbomber farkosten och dess
okända returlast tros ha försvunnit i djupet sjuttio år senare bevittnar usa s
president prototypen till en ny hyperavancerad attackubåt som skulle kunna säkerställa
usa s dominans över världshaven under lång tid framöver men kort därefter mister
chefskonstruktören livet och en avgörande beståndsdel till ubåten går förlorad
samtidigt har skepp börjat försvinna mitt ute på öppet hav på de som återfinns har
besättningen bränts till oigenkännlighet varför dirk pitt och hans numa team påbörjar
en intensiv jakt för att finna sanningen och spåren leder till den italienska ubåt som
sägs ha förlist 1943 men hotbilden som framkommer är långt värre än de någonsin kunnat
föreställa sig och om de inte lyckas stoppa det planerade illdådet kommer världen att
förvandlas till en synnerligen ogästvänlig plats

Mayday!
2013

カッスラーよ 永遠なれ 巨匠の代表作 ここに復刊 英雄ダーク ピット颯爽登場 映画化 日本冒険小説大賞受賞作 大統領直轄の秘密機関メタ セクションのメンバーは とある鉱石の行
方を長らく追っていた 敵国のミサイル攻撃を瞬時にして無効化しうる防衛システム シシリアン計画 を遂行するためには 稀少元素ビザニウムの入手が不可欠なのだ しかし ソ連のノバヤ
ゼムリヤ島にあるとされるビザニウム鉱石の調査に彼らが送り出した科学者コプリンは 巡回兵の銃撃にあって瀕死の重症を負う 危地に陥った彼をすんでのところで救い出したのは国立海中海
洋機関のエージェント ダーク ピットだった

Poseidons pil
2013-09-18

includes photographs summaries of each dirk pitt novel an interview with cussler and
dirk pitt trivia questions

タイタニックを引き揚げろ（上）
2020-08-02

treasure of khan is clive cussler s nineteenth dirk pitt thriller from the frigid lakes
of siberia to the hot wastes of the gobi desert dirk pitt is on the trail of fabled
treasure rescuing an oil survey team from a freak wave on russia s lake baikal is all
in a day s work for adventurers dirk pitt and partner al giordino yet when their ship
is sabotaged and the survey team vanishes pitt is forced to get to the bottom of a
mystery with far reaching consequences soon he s on his way to mongolia there a
powerful and ruthless business tycoon holding an astonishing secret about genghis khan
is hoping to emulate the legend s greatest conquests but on a global scale with the
legacy of khan and the lost treasures of xanadu as the prize and the future security of
the world at stake dirk pitt for one isn t going to stand idly by treasure of khan is
the nineteenth of clive cussler s bestselling dirk pitt novels the series that also
includes shock wave and his first novel mayday and is co authored with his son dirk
cussler praise for clive cussler cussler is hard to beat daily mail
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Clive Cussler and Dirk Pitt Revealed
1998-10

ダーク ピットはカッスラー自身の分身である そしてこの著者は持てる情熱と資金のすべてを注ぎこんで 実際にnuma 国立海中海洋機関 を設立してしまった 彼とその仲間たちは 歴
史に翻弄されて非業の最期を遂げた船舶を追いつづける 汽船レキシントン 南軍戦鑑アーカンソー そしてuボート 史実を迫真の描写で再現し 探索の喜怒哀楽を綴った初のノンフィクショ
ン

Treasure of Khan
2012-06-07

dirk pitt returns in havana storm the thrilling new novel from the grand master of
adventure and no 1 new york times bestselling author clive cussler while investigating
a toxic outbreak in the caribbean sea that may ultimately threaten the united states
pitt unwittingly becomes involved in something even more dangerous a post castro power
struggle for the control of cuba meanwhile pitt s children marine engineer dirk and
oceanographer summer are on an investigation of their own chasing an aztec stone that
may reveal the whereabouts of a vast historical aztec treasure the problem is that
stone was believed to have been destroyed on the battleship maine in havana harbor in
1898 which brings the pair both to cuba as well and squarely into harm s way pitt
father son and daughter have been in desperate situations before but perhaps never
quite as dire as the one facing them now praise for clive cussler clive cussler is hard
to beat daily mail the guy i read tom clancy the adventure king daily express nobody
does it better than clive cussler nobody stephen coonts

沈んだ船を探り出せ
1997-12-01

the eye of heaven is the outstanding new fargo adventure from top ten bestseller clive
cussler baffin island north western canada husband and wife team sami and remi fargo
are on an environmental expedition to the arctic when to their astonishment they
discover a viking ship in the ice perfectly preserved and filled with pre columbian
artefacts from mexico it s a combination history suggests shouldn t be possible as the
couple plunge into their research tantalizing clues about a link between the vikings
and the legendary toltec feathered serpent god quetzalcoatl and a fabled object known
as the eye of heaven begin to emerge but so do many dangerous people soon the fargos
find themselves on the run through jungles temples and secret tombs caught between
treasure hunters crime cartels and those with a far more personal motivation for
stopping them at the end of the road will be the solution to a thousand year old
mystery or death filled with the trademark breakneck pace and bold plotting that he has
made his own the eye of heaven proves once again that clive cussler is the grandmaster
of adventure this brand new instalment in the popular fargo adventures series follows
the bestselling titles spartan gold lost empire the kingdom the tombs and the mayan
secrets praise for clive cussler clive cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy i
read tom clancy the adventure king daily express

Havana Storm
2014-11-06

when numa team leader kurt austin finds his own memories of a dangerous mission aren t
to be trusted he must follow a trail of mysterious disppearances to the truth in this
novel in the 1 new york times bestselling series after a narrow escape during a
perilous rescue operation to save the passengers and crew from a sinking yacht marine
adventurer kurt austin awakens with fragmented and conflicting memories did he see an
old friend and her children drown or was the yacht abandoned when he came aboard for
reasons he cannot explain kurt doesn t trust either version of his recollection
determined to know the fate of his friend he begins to search for answers and soon
finds himself descending into a shadowy world of state sponsored cybercrime and
uncovering a pattern of vanishing scientists suspicious accidents and a web of human
trafficking with the help of fellow numa operative joe zavala he takes on the sinister
organization at the heart of this web facing off with them in locations ranging from
monaco to north korea to the rugged coasts of madagascar but where he will ultimately
end up even he could not begin to guess
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Celtic Empire
2018-11-06

manca soltanto un ultimo collaudo ed è proprio in quel momento che un attentato
sanguinario mette fine alla vita del progettista e distrugge il prototipo segreto del
sea arrow un nuovo modello di sottomarino il più veloce il più silenzioso e il più
potente mezzo subacqueo che abbia mai solcato le acque se le cose fossero andate
secondo i piani e il sea arrow fosse stato realizzato l america non avrebbe avuto
rivali nel dominio dei mari ma l innocente gita di pesca di copertura che avrebbe
permesso di mettere a punto le ultime mosse si è misteriosamente conclusa in tragedia
solo la numa può intervenire per recuperare i resti del cabinato da pesca sul quale
viaggiava il progettista ma nemmeno dirk pitt e al giordino sono consapevoli dell
importanza dell impresa che stanno per affrontare non tarderanno però a rendersene
conto costretti da subito a difendersi dall attacco di uno spietato commando pronto a
tutto pur di recuperare quello che c era a bordo ma qual era il segreto che si celava
in quel cabinato e come si collega il progetto del sea arrow alla scomparsa del
sommergibile italiano barbarigo avvenuta nel 1943 al largo dell oceano indiano
affiancato da un affascinante agente del ncis pitt indaga mentre i pericoli per lui e
per i suoi uomini si moltiplicano e la soluzione del mistero sembra sempre più lontana

The Eye of Heaven
2015-01-01

dirk pitt is caught up in a dangerous and thrilling mystery on the murky waters of the
black sea as director of the national underwater and marine agency dirk pitt has always
had a knack for finding rouble this time though trouble has found him on a numa mission
to the black sea to locate the wreck of a lost ottoman empire ship pitt and his friend
al giordino respond to an urgent mayday from a nearby freighter but by the time they
reach the ship there s no one left alive just dead bodies and the smell of sulphur in
the air when a massive blast from the stern suddenly scuttles the ship pitt and
giordino are lucky not to bed added to the death toll as they investigate the fate of
the lost ship they re plunged deep into an extraordinary mystery and make a series of
discoveries and when connections emerge between a desperate attempt in 1917 to preserve
the wealth and power of the romanov empire a cold war bomber lost with a deadly cargo
modern day nuclear smugglers and a brilliant engineer developing cutting edge drone
technology pitt is faced with the most dangerous challenge of his career one that will
threaten the lives of his family and friends packed with breathtaking suspense
switchback plotting and remarkable imagination odessa sea proves once again that when
it comes to adventure clive cussler is in a league of his own praise for clive cussler
cussler is hard to beat daily mail oceanography s answer to indiana jones exotic
locations ruthless villains and many narrow escapes cussler s fans come for
swashbuckling and he delivers associated press nobody does it better nobody stephen
coonts just about the best storyteller in the business new york post the adventure king
daily express

Ghost Ship
2014-05-27

the bootlegger is the seventh of clive cussler s bestselling isaac bell novels it is
1920 prohibition and bootlegging are in full swing when joseph van dorn is shot and
nearly killed while in pursuit of a rum running vessel his friend and employee isaac
bell swears to him that he will hunt down the lawbreakers but bell doesn t know what he
is getting into when a witness to the shooting is executed in a manner peculiar to the
russian secret police it becomes clear that these were no ordinary bootleggers bell is
facing a team of bolshevik assassins and saboteurs and they are intent on overthrowing
the government of the united states an adventure laced with secret cargo and assassins
the bootlegger is the seventh of clive cussler s isaac bell novels and follows the spy
the thief and the striker praise for clive cussler cussler is hard to beat daily mail
the guy i read tom clancy the adventure king sunday express

La freccia di Poseidone
2013-11-21T00:00:00+01:00

mirage is the new heart in the mouth adventure thriller in the oregon files from clive
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cussler october 1943 a us navy warship vanishes at sea off the coast of philadelphia
its disappearance was rumoured to have been a result of a classified military
experiment into the effects of electromagnetic radiation the story has long since been
considered a hoax but juan cabrillo and his colleagues aboard the top secret spy ship
oregon aren t convinced now a powerful new weapon is for sale one linked to genius
inventor nikola telsa who was working with the navy when he died in 1943 was he
responsible for the original philadelphia experiment are his notes in the hands of his
enemies as cabrillo and his crew race to unearth the truth they discover that stakes
are dangerously high and it may already be too late offering an irresistible
combination of breakneck pace and audacious plotting that clive cussler has made his
own mirage is state of the art action adventure the ninth title in the oregon files
series it is preceded by the jungle and the silent sea praise for clive cussler cussler
is hard to beat daily mail the adventure king sunday express clive cussler is the guy i
read tom clancy

Odessa Sea
2016-11-17

juan cabrillo and the crew of the oregon find themselves exposed when a brilliant
scientist blows their cover in the 1 new york times bestselling series by the grand
master of adventure in 1902 the volcano mt pelée erupts on the island of martinique
wiping out an entire city of thirty thousand and sinking a ship carrying a german
scientist on the verge of an astonishing breakthrough more than a century later juan
cabrillo will have to deal with that scientist s legacy during a covert operation
cabrillo and the crew meticulously fake the sinking of the oregon but when an unknown
adversary tracks them down despite their planning and attempts to assassinate them
cabrillo and his team struggle to fight back against an enemy who seems to be able to
anticipate their every move they discover that a traitorous american weapons designer
has completed the german scientist s work and now wields extraordinary power sending
the oregonon a race against time to stop an attack that could lead to one man ruling
over the largest empire the world has ever known

The Bootlegger
2014-03-13

turn of the century detective isaac bell goes undercover as a coal miner for his first
solo mission in this novel in clive cussler s 1 new york times bestselling series it is
1902 and a bright inexperienced young man named isaac bell only two years out of his
apprenticeship at the van dorn detective agency has an urgent message for his boss
hired to hunt for radical unionist saboteurs in the coal mines he is witness to a
terrible accident that makes him think something else is going on that provocateurs are
at work and bigger stakes are in play little does he know just how big they are given
exactly one week to prove his case bell quickly finds himself pitted against two of the
most ruthless opponents he has ever known men of staggering ambition and cold
bloodedness who are not about to let some wet behind the ears detective stand in their
way

Mirage
2013-11-07

zero hour is the dazzling new novel in the 1 new york times bestselling series from the
grand master of adventure clive cussler a new energy source holds the promise to change
the world if it doesn t kill it first it s called zero point energy and it really
exists a state of energy contained in all matter everywhere and all but unlimited
nobody has ever found a way to tap into it however until one scientist discovers a way
or at least he thinks he has the problem is his machines also cause great earthquakes
even fissures in tectonic plates one machine is buried deep underground the other
submerged in a vast ocean trench if kurt austin joe zavala and the rest of the numa
team aren t able to find and destroy them and soon the world will be on the threshold
of a new era of catastrophe and unchecked volcanism clive cussler author of recent new
york times bestsellers the tombs poseidon s arrow and the striker brings us the
adrenalin soaked doomsday masterpiece zero hour praise for clive cussler clive cussler
is hard to beat daily mail the guy i read tom clancy the adventure king daily express
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Piranha
2015-05-26

the mayan secrets is the exceptional fifth fargo adventure novel by clive cussler
mexico present day a revelation of precious knowledge from the past has the power to
change the course of humanity s future treasure hunting husband and wife team sam and
remi fargo are in central america when they come upon a remarkable discovery the
skeleton of a man clutching an ancient sealed pot inside the pot is a well preserved
mayan book larger than any previously found by archaeologists the book contains
astonishing information about the mayans about their cities and about mankind itself
the secrets are so powerful that some people would do anything to possess them as the
fargos are about to find out before their adventure is done men and women will die for
the riches contained in the ancient book and it s just possible that sam and remi may
be among them with all the breakneck pace wild imagination and high stakes thrills that
clive cussler has made his own the mayan secrets proves once again that the world s no
1 adventure writer is in a league of his own it is the latest in the gripping fargo
adventure series following the bestselling titles spartan gold lost empire the kingdom
and the tombs praise for clive cussler clive cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy
i read tom clancy the adventure king daily express

The Striker
2013-03-05

delivers the action and thrills expected the best book to date featuring the married
treasure hunters daily mail from arizona to jamaica to england husband and wife
treasure hunting team sam and remi fargo unravel another ancient and cryptic mystery an
800 year old treasure an ancient cypher wheel a brutal murder and a man who will stop
at nothing to claim what he considers rightfully his husband and wife treasure hunting
team sam and remi fargo have gone on impossible missions before and faced many perils
but never have they faced an adversary as determined as the one before them now the
battle will take them halfway around the world and at its end will be either one of the
most glorious finds in history or certain death packed with hair raising action a
whirlwind pursuit and a class a clive cussler villain this is a spectacular thrill ride
from the grand master of adventure cussler is hard to beat daily mail the adventure
king sunday express nobody does it better nobody stephen coonts just about the best
storyteller in the business new york post oceanography s answer to indiana jones exotic
locations ruthless villains and many narrow escapes cussler s fans come for
swashbuckling and he delivers associated press

Zero Hour
2013-05-28

the emperor s revenge is the new action packed oregon files adventure from bestselling
author clive cussler a deadly bank heist a narrow escape and a secret hidden in history
that could cripple life as we know it juan cabrillo and the crew of the oregon face
their toughest challenge yet when a violent bank heist during the monaco grand prix
decimates the corporation s accounts to get the money back juan joins forces with an
old friend from his days in the cia so they can track down a rogue hacker and a
ruthless former ukrainian naval officer it is only after the hunt begins that the
enormity of the plan comes into focus the bank theft is just the first step in a plot
that will result in the deaths of millions and bring the world s economies to a
standstill the catalyst for the scheme a stunning document stolen during napoleon s
disastrous invasion of russia but two hundred years later it may be the thing that
brings europe to its knees cussler is hard to beat daily mail the adventure king sunday
express nobody does it better nobody stephen coonts just about the best storyteller in
the business new york post

The Mayan Secrets
2013-08-28

join private detective isaac bell as he navigates the seedy back alleys of new york in
the ninth book in the action packed series from sunday times bestseller clive cussler
crime corruption and murder a vicious organisation is terrorising the city and only one
man can stop them the perpetrators it is 1906 and in new york city the italian crime
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group known as the black hand is on a menacing spree kidnapping extortion arson the
investigator detective isaac bell of the van dorn agency is hired to form a special
black hand squad but the gangsters appear to be everywhere so much so that bell begins
to wonder if there are imitator mobs emerging other criminals using the black hand name
to further terrorise the city where will it lead but then the murders begin each one of
a man more powerful than the last bell knows that copycat or not he s facing a lethal
organisation and to his dismay their ultimate target may be the most powerful man of
all cussler is hard to beat daily mail the adventure king sunday express nobody does it
better nobody stephen coonts just about the best storyteller in the business new york
post

Pirate
2016-09-22

the latest nerve shredding adventure thriller in the popular isaac bell series from
international bestseller clive cussler as van dorn private detective isaac bell strives
to land a government contract to investigate john d rockefeller s standard oil monopoly
the case takes a deadly turn a sniper begins murdering opponents of standard oil and
soon the assassin shooting with extraordinary accuracy at seemingly impossible long
range kills bell s best witness a brave and likable man then the shooter detonates a
terrible explosion that sets the victim s independent refinery ablaze bell summons his
best detectives to scour the site of the crime for evidence who is the assassin and for
whom did he kill but the murders shootings poisonings staged accidents have just begun
as bell tracks his phantom like criminal adversary from the oil fever regions of kansas
and texas to washington d c to the tycoons enclave of new york to russia s war torn
baku oil fields on the caspian sea and back to america for a final desperate
confrontation and this one will be the most explosive of all praise for clive cussler
cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy i read tom clancy the adventure king sunday
express

The Emperor's Revenge
2016-06-02

the treasure hunting husband and wife team of sam and remi fargo head to the solomon
islands and adventure cussler is hard to beat daily mail there are many rumours about
the bay off guadalcanal in the solomon islands some say it was the site of the lost
empire of the solomon king and that great treasure lies beneath the waters others say
terrible things happened here atrocities and disappearances at the hands of cannibal
giants and those who venture there do not return it is cursed which is exactly what
attracts the attention of husband and wife treasure hunting team sam and remi fargo how
could they resist clues and whispers lead them on a hunt from the solomons to australia
to japan and what they find at the end of the trail is both wonderful and monstrous and
like nothing they have ever seen before praise for clive cussler cussler is hard to
beat daily mail the guy i read tom clancy the adventure king sunday express

The Gangster
2016-03-24

dirk pitt must fight another perilous battle in clive cussler s atlantis found an
ancient cargo long thought lost is found with terrible consequences dirk pitt is
surveying in the middle east when a stroke of luck reveals an ottoman wreck with a very
curious cargo while investigating the find he foils a night raid on istanbul s topkapi
palace museum this puts pitt at the centre of a race to acquire a series of legendary
artefacts meanwhile the region is being pushed to the brink of war by a series of
explosions across turkey and egypt finding that his search for the artefacts is linked
to the attacks pitt must prevent a deranged brother and sister s fanatical plans
succeeding packed with breathtaking suspense and fired by an extraordinary imagination
crescent dawn is a barnstorming read for all fans of action suspense and intrigue
crescent dawn is the twenty first of clive cussler s bestselling dirk pitt novels the
series that also includes inca gold and his first novel mayday co authored with his son
dirk cussler in which hero dirk pitt finds himself caught between artefacts and
fanatics praise for clive cussler no holds barred adventure a souped up treat daily
mirror frightening and full of suspense unquestionably entertaining daily express
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The Assassin
2015-03-12

kurt austin must find a vanished ship and stave off a global catastrophe in the latest
novel in the 1 new york times bestselling series created by the grand master of
adventure clive cussler a freighter carrying top secret computers of unparalleled
capability disappears in the western pacific while searching for a lost treasure that
once belonged to the famous chinese pirate queen ching shih kurt austin and joe zavala
are redirected to look for the missing vessel discovering that the sinking of the ship
is just part of an intricate web of deception they find themselves in the middle of a
cyber war between rival groups of hackers both of whom want to control the flow of data
around the world with no allies except a group of pirates who operate under their own
crude laws kurt and joe must rescue a colleague held hostage while keeping the
computers out of russian or chinese hands and the world s digital information safe from
the hackers

The Solomon Curse
2015-09-10

follow dirk pitt on the trail of an ancient mystery in the sunday times no 1 bestseller
from master of adventure clive cussler a deadly collision puts dirk pitt on the trail
of an ancient mystery stretching back thousands of years when a rogue cargo freighter
strikes an oil tanker in the detroit river the oil spill is the worst marine disaster
in years dirk pitt s numa team lead the clean up operation with the help of new green
tech firm biorem but when one of numa s best divers dies suspiciously while working on
the wreck pitt fears there s more to biorem than simply saving the environment
discovering a trail of unexplained deaths which appear to be linked to biorem s sites
around the world pitt unravels a mystery from our past that could jeopardise mankind s
future but someone is determined to make sure pitt and his associates don t survive to
learn the truth praise for clive cussler the adventure king sunday express just about
the best in the business new york post cussler is hard to beat daily mail

Crescent Dawn
2011-12-21

with the mastery that has made each of his books a major bestseller cussler ties
together the disappearance of a confederate ironclad in 1865 a british aviatrix who
vanished in 1931 and the 1995 mission of dirk pitt to find the remains of a pharaoh s
funeral barge buried at the bottom of the nile the result is pitt s most gripping and
action packed adventure ever maps

Clive Cussler's Dark Vector
2022-05-24

turn of the century detective isaac bell pursues a blood thirsty bank robber and
perhaps one of the world s first sociopaths in the first novel in the 1 new york times
bestselling series in 1906 the western states of america suffer a string of bank
robberies by a single man who then cold bloodedly murders any and all witnesses and
vanishes without a trace fed up by the depredations of the butcher bandit the u s
government brings in the best man it can find a tall lean no nonsense detective named
isaac bell who has caught thieves and killers from coast to coast but bell has never
had a challenge like this one from arizona to colorado to the streets of san francisco
during its calamitous earthquake and fire he pursues a fiend who seems to draw pleasure
from the challenge and a woman who may to hold the key to the man s identity as bell
begins to suspect a new term used among top psychologists sociopath may describe his
target the butcher bandit turns the chase around on him the hunter becomes the hunted
and soon it will take all of bell s skills not merely to prevail but to survive filled
with intricate plotting cussler s signature dazzling set pieces and not one but two
extraordinary villains the chase is the master working at the height of his powers

Celtic Empire
2019-03-21
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only juan cabrillo and the crew of the oregon stand between two warring moguls and
global havoc in this thrilling suspense novel in clive cussler s 1 new york times
bestselling series nearly two thousand years ago an eastern emperor charged a small
group with safeguarding secrets powerful enough to change the history of mankind they
went down in legend as the nine unknown men and now two rival factions of their
descendants are fighting a mighty battle both sides think they are saving the world but
their tactics could very well bring about the end of humankind soon juan cabrillo and
his team of expert operatives aboard the oregon find themselves trapped between two
power hungry adversaries both of whom are willing to use shocking means to accomplish
their goals cabrillo and the team must divide and conquer as they fight dual threats
which include a supercomputer at sea and satellites that can wipe out technology across
the globe including the high tech weapons on board the oregon the crew must rely on
their unique skills to stop the tyrants in their tracks and save the earth from a
dynasty of terror

Sahara
2024-06-25

the explosive new thriller from the world s no 1 bestselling adventure writer does a
stolen antique car hold the clue to a secret fortune husband and wife treasure hunting
team remi and sam fargo head to england to help viscount albert payton recover a
fortune that was lost a hundred years ago along with the family s good name it is
believed this treasure was linked to the theft of a rolls royce prototype called the
grey ghost which legendary detective isaac bell helped to recover while the treasure
itself remained missing but then the grey ghost is stolen once again this time from
right under the noses of the investigating fargos and the viscount vanishes too it s up
to remi and sam to solve the mystery but now their lives are in serious danger a rip
roaring story showcases why readers love books written by cussler daily mail the
adventure king sunday express

The Chase
2007-11-06

from the cold depths of russia to the stifling tropics of south america and jamaica
husband and wife treasure hunting team sam and remi fargo are plunged into yet another
ancient and cryptic mystery the discovery of a long lost airliner a modern day
kidnapping and the return of the most terrifying evil the world has ever seen when a
kidnapping captures the attention of treasure hunting team sam and remi fargo they find
themselves on the trail of the legendary romanov ransom a russian fortune stolen by the
nazis during world war ii hunting a neo nazi faction across europe north africa and
south america is their greatest quest yet they must prevent the rise of a fourth reich
or witness the resurgence of the greatest evil of the modern world from the finest
adventure writer alive clive cussler s dark and thrilling mystery will keep you turning
the pages late into the night

Shadow Tyrants
2018-09-11

the crew are in the wild philippines and a secret threatens to end the world in the new
rip roaring oregon files novel from the adventure king himself clive cussler juan
cabrillo and the crew of the oregon are about to sail into a perfect storm of danger
their mission to stop a new world war hired to search for a collection of paintings
worth half a billion dollars juan cabrillo soon finds himself in much deeper waters
when he discovers the vicious leader of a filipino insurgency is using the paintings
they seek to finance his attacks far worse salvadore locsin has stumbled upon a deadly
secret of world war ii a serum designed to create an army of super warriors with locsin
s plan threatening to engulf asia in war oregon s crew must take on the rebel commander
a south african mercenary intent on taking the drug for himself a swarm of torpedo
drones targeting the us navy and a gathering megastorm for juan and his elite team
failure is not an option an apocalyptic world war is on the horizon and only they can
stand in its way typhoon fury is a masterful suspense novel full of the adventure break
neck pace and danger that make clive cussler an unbeatable storyteller
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The Grey Ghost
2018-05-31

clive cussler the uk no 1 bestselling author introduces yet another action packed
adventure to the gripping numa files series when the most advanced aircraft ever
designed vanishes over the south pacific numa operatives kurt austin and joe zavala are
drawn into a deadly contest to locate the fallen machine russia and china covet the
radical technology but the united states worries about a darker problem they know what
others don t that the x 37 is carrying a dangerous secret a payload of exotic matter
extracted from the upper reaches of the atmosphere and stored at a temperature near
absolute zero as long as it remains frozen the cargo is inert but if it thaws it will
unleash a catastrophe of nearly unthinkable proportions from the galapagos islands to
the jungles of south america to an icy mountain lake many believe to be the birthplace
of the inca the entire numa team will risk everything in an effort to avert disaster
will they get caught in a race that no one can win

The Romanov Ransom
2017-09-21

numa operative kurt austin takes on a madman fronting as an evironmentalist in this 1
new york times bestselling series sixty years ago an eccentric hungarian genius
discovered how to artificially trigger such a shift in the polar ice caps which could
cause massive eruptions earthquaks and even climate changes but then his work
disappeared or so it was thought now the charismatic leader of an antiglobalization
group plans to use it to give the world s industrialized nations a small jolt before
reversing the shift back again the only problem is it cannot be reversed once it starts
there is nothing anyone can do austin zavala and the rest of the numa special
assignments team must make strange alliances to protect this technology from being
exploited by their new and power hungry nemesis before the entire planet is made to pay
rich with all the hair raising action and endless imagination that have become cussler
s hallmarks polar shift is a wonderful thriller indeed vintage cussler

Typhoon Fury
2017-11-16

the world s oil supply is vanishing the stock market is plummeting and the key to
saving the future seems to be a baffling historical mystery can the numa crew crack it
in time sea of greedis the suspenseful new numa files novel from the 1 new york times
bestselling grand master of adventure after an explosion in the gulf of mexico destroys
three oil rigs trying to revive a dying field kurt austin and the numa special projects
team are tapped by the president of the united states to find out what s gone wrong the
trail leads them to a brilliant billionaire in the alternative energy field her goal is
the end of the oil age her company has spent billions developing the worlds most
advanced fuel cell systems but is she an environmental hero or a rogue genetic engineer
the numa crew discovers that the oil fields are infected with a bacteria that is
consuming the oil before it can be pumped out of the earth a bacteria originally lost
decades ago when two submarines vanished in the mediterranean with hired killers on his
trail can kurt austin locate a submarine that s remained hidden for more than fifty
years and even if he can can the biological terror that s been unleashed be stopped the
adventure king sunday express cussler is hard to beat daily mail just about the best in
the business new york post oceanography s answer to indiana jones exotic locations
ruthless villains and many narrow escapes cussler s fans come for swashbuckling and he
delivers associated press nobody does it better nobody stephen coonts

Nighthawk
2017-06-01

Polar Shift
2005-08-30
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Sea of Greed
2018-11-06
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